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	During the first half of 2015, Petsky Prunier tracked 1,649 M&A and investment
transactions, of which 1,035 were reported for a total of $59.2 billion across five broad
segments: Digital Media/Commerce, Digital Advertising, Marketing Technology, Agency
& Marketing Services, and Traditional Media.* Digital Media/Commerce was the most
active and highest-value segment spanning a total of 664 control transactions and
minority investments, of which 481 were reported worth $30.3 billion in deal value.
There was a total of 198 Digital Media/Commerce acquisitions, of which 43 were worth

*

Note, Charter Communications’

$12.7 billion in aggregate reported value. Of the eight +$1 billion transactions announced

$78.8 billion acquisition of Time Warner

so far this year, two acquisitions worth a combined $6.1 billion were reported in the Digital

and $10.4 billion acquisition of Bright

Media/Commerce segment. Marketing Technology was the second most active segment

House Networks are excluded to limit

with 512 transactions, of which 344 were reported at $16 billion. [continued on page 2]

comparative distortions.
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* Aggregate total excludes Charter Communications’ $78.8 billion acquisition
of Time Warner and $10.4 billion acquisition of Bright House Networks

Securities offered through Petsky Prunier Securities, LLC

* Aggregate total excludes Charter Communications’ $78.8 billion acquisition
of Time Warner and $10.4 billion acquisition of Bright House Networks
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Deal Notes First Half 2015

M&A Activity
There were 719 mergers and acquisitions in the first half of 2015,
accounting for 44 percent of aggregate deal volume. Excluding both
Charter transactions, 164 of those transactions had a reported $32.7
billion in total value. Marketing Technology was the most active M&A
segment, with 201 transactions. In addition to Cox Automotive’s pending
$4 billion acquisition of Dealertrack Technologies, transactions in the
Marketing Technology segment during the first half of the year included:
	MasterCard’s $600 million acquisition of cloud-based analytics
provider Applied Predictive Technologies
	The $533 million acquisition of retargeter TellApart by Twitter
	Information infrastructure provider Hitachi Data Systems’ $500
million acquisition of business intelligence solutions provider Pentaho
	Commerce solutions provider Borderfree’s $488 million acquisition
by Pitney Bowes at a valuation of 3.2x revenue
The Digital Advertising segment generated 102 transactions in 1H15,
of which 28 totaled $2 billion in value. The segment was driven by
11 Digital Video deals, of which four were reported for $568 million in
aggregate value. Online Lead Generation was the most active subsegment
through the first two quarters with 22 acquisitions, of which three were
reported at $82 million in aggregate value. Transactions in the Digital
Advertising segment during the first half of the year included:
	Property management platform Zoopla’s $246 million acquisition
of price comparison services provider uSwitch
	The $200 million purchase of internet TV service-focused OnCue
by Verizon from Intel
	BlueFocus Communications’ $180 million acquisition of China-based
mobile advertising services company Domob
	Restaurant directory platform Zomato’s purchase of online reservation
services provider Urbanspoon for $52 million
The Digital Media/Commerce segment had 198 transactions in the first
half of 2015, of which 43 were reported at $12.7 billion in aggregate
value. Forty-six percent of reported value in the segment was from the
eCommerce subsegment with 61 acquisitions, of which 22 were worth
$5.9 billion. In addition to Verizon’s $4.4 billion acquisition of AOL,
acquisitions in the segment included:

	The $1.7 billion and $280 million acquisitions of online travel
companies Orbitz and Travelocity by Expedia
	Just Eat’s $697 million acquisition of online meal delivery company
Menulog
	Weight loss and nutrition tracking app MyFitnessPal’s $475 million
acquisition by Under Armour
	Rakuten’s $410 million purchase of eBook and audiobook marketplace
OverDrive from Insight Venture Partners
Of the 130 acquisitions reported in Agency & Marketing Services,
15 were worth a total of $1.6 billion. Digital Agency was the most active
subsegment, accounting for 48 percent of the segment’s M&A volume.
Transactions during the first half of the year included:
	Dalian Wanda Group’s $1.1 billion acquisition of sports marketing
firm Infront Sports & Media
	The $143 million purchase of auto industry-focused marketing
company DMEautomotive by Solera Holdings
Excluding the two Charter transactions, Petsky Prunier tracked
88 Traditional Media transactions in 1H15, of which 25 were worth
$5.4 billion. Value in the segment was driven by the Broadcast Television
subsegment with 12 transactions, of which seven were reported for
$2.5 billion in aggregate value. Traditional Media transactions during
the first half of the year included:
	ITV’s $530 million acquisition of reality TV show production
company Talpa Media
	R.R. Donnelley’s $306 million acquisition of publishing
company Courier
	New Media Investment Group’s $280 million acquisition of local
news publisher Halifax Media Group
[continued on page 3]
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[continued from page 2]

Investment Activity

Buyer & Investor Activity

Minority investments accounted for 56 percent of overall volume
and 45 percent of reported deal value in the first half of 2015. Of 930
investments, 871 had a reported value of $26.5 billion, and there were
57 investments of at least $100 million or more. Eighty-four percent
of all investments were in the Digital Media/Commerce and Marketing
Technology segments. Digital Media/Commerce was the most active and
highest value segment among investors with 466 investments, of which
438 were reported at $17.5 billion in aggregate deal value. eCommerce,
Mobile Content/Apps, and Social Media/Apps, together, accounted for
70 percent of investments in the Digital Media/Commerce segment.
Investments in the segment during the first half of the year included:

Strategic buyers announced 680 transactions in 1H15, a 17 percent
increase from 2H14. Excluding both Charter acquisitions, 154 strategic
deals were reported for $30.2 billion in aggregate value, with more than
half of acquisitions by strategic buyers occurring within the Digital Media/
Commerce and Marketing Technology segments. The most active buyer
across all segments was Google with eight acquisitions, followed by Dentsu
and Publicis with seven acquisitions each.

	Uber’s $1.6 billion in additional funding led by Goldman Sachs
	The $1.5 billion raised by Airbnb from Tiger Global Management,
Hillhouse Capital, and General Atlantic at a valuation reportedly
exceeding $25 billion
	Snapchat’s $650 million investment from Alibaba at a reported
valuation of more than $16 billion
	Rocket internet’s $568 million equity investment in food ordering
network Delivery Hero
	The $530 million Rakuten-led investment in ride-sharing services
provider Lyft
Marketing Technology had 311 investments, of which 291 were worth
$5.1 billion in aggregate reported value. Investment activity in the segment
was led by the Analytics & Targeting subsegment with 85 transactions,
of which 79 were reported for a total of $1.3 billion in value. Investments
in Marketing Technology during the first half of the year included:
	Business management platform Domo’s $200 million investment from
Benchmark, Blackrock, Capital Group, Glynn Capital Management,
Greylock Partners, and GGV Capital
	The FMR-led $130 million investment in information discovery
company Dataminr, with participation from Wellington Management,
Credit Suisse NEXT Investors, WorldQuant Ventures, and Venrock
	In-store data analytics provider RetailNext’s $123 million round
of funding led by Activant Capital Group, with participation from
August Capital, Star Vest Partners, Nokia Growth Partners, and
Qualcomm Ventures

Private equity buyout firms completed 39 acquisitions, 10 of which
were reported for a total of $2.5 billion. Marketing Technology was the
highest value segment with 15 buyouts, of which three were reported for
$860 million in aggregate deal value. Private equity transactions from the
segment during the first half of the year included:
	Vista Equity Partners’ majority acquisition of advertising solutions
firm Mediaocean at a valuation of $720 million
	Affinity Equity Partners’ $499 million acquisition of Nine
Entertainment’s events business Nine Live
	The $307 million acquisition of trade show and event organizer
Clarion by Providence Equity Partners
Venture and growth capital investors announced 930 transactions, of
which 871 were reported at $26.5 billion in aggregate deal value. Sequoia
Capital and New Enterprise Associates were the most active investors with
28 and 26 investments, respectively, during the first half of the year.

IPO Activity
There were 10 IPOs in the Marketing, Media, and Technology industries
in 1H15, including Appfolio, Baozun, Etsy, Fitbit, GoDaddy, Maxpoint
Interactive, MINDBODY, Shopify, Wowo, and Xactly. With the exception
of Maxpoint Interactive and MINDBODY, all of the companies priced
above their initial filing ranges. NEP Group filed to go public in 2015
but has yet to price.
[continued on page 4]
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[continued from page 3]

Marketing, Media, and Technology Industries

2Q15 M&A and Investment Activity
($ in Millions)

2Q15 M&A and Investment Activity
In 2Q15, Petsky Prunier tracked 880 M&A and investment transactions,
of which 559 were reported for a total $35.3 billion in aggregate value.
Digital Media/Commerce was the most active and highest value segment
in 2Q15, accounting for 50 percent of aggregate reported deal value,
helped by $3.6 billion in eCommerce investments. Excluding both Charter
Communications acquisitions, the largest M&A transaction of the quarter
was Verizon’s acquisition of AOL for a reported $4.4 billion. Fundraising
in 2Q15 was led by Airbnb’s $1.5 billion investment from Tiger Global
Management, Hillhouse Capital, and General Atlantic, at a reported
valuation of more than $25 billion.

* Aggregate total excludes Charter Communications’ $78.8 billion acquisition
of Time Warner and $10.4 billion acquisition of Bright House Networks
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Digital Media/Commerce
M&A and Investment Activity
Petsky Prunier tracked 664 transactions (198 acquisitions and 466 investments) in the Digital Media/Commerce segment during the first half of 2015,
of which 481 had an aggregate reported value of $30.3 billion. Reported value increased 40 percent, while activity was up seven percent in the second
quarter as compared to 1Q15. eCommerce was the most active subsegment during the first half of the year, with 228 transactions (61 acquisitions
and 167 investments), followed by Mobile Content/Apps. Together, these two subsegments accounted for 60 percent of the segment’s total activity.
In addition to Verizon’s $4.4 billion acquisition of AOL, transactions during the first half of the year included:
	The sale of Expedia’s 62 percent majority stake in online travel services provider eLong for $671 million to Priceline Group-owned Ctrip.com
and a group of other China-based investors
	eCommerce retailer Bluestem Brands’ $410 million purchase of multi-channel apparel marketer Orchard Brands
	Norwest Venture Partners’ acquisition of eCommerce platform WineAccess (a Petsky Prunier-led transaction)
In addition to Airbnb’s $1.5 billion round led by Tiger Global Management, Hillhouse Capital, and General Atlantic, Digital Media/Commerce
investments during the first half of the year included:
	The $526 million invested in music stream service provider Spotify by Goldman Sachs, GSV Capital, Asset Management Partners, D. E. Shaw,
and TeliaSonera
	Walt Disney’s $250 million investment in fantasy sports site DraftKings at a reported valuation of $900 million
	The $186 million raised by social bookmarking site Pinterest from Wellington Management, Bessemer Venture Partners, and Andreessen Horowitz
to complete a $533 million Series G round at a reported valuation of $11 billion
	FMR’s $135 million investment in recipe and ingredient delivery service Blue Apron
	The T. Rowe Price-led $100 million round in online eyeglass retailer Warby Parker, at a reported valuation of $1.2 billion

Most Active Digital Media/Commerce Subsegments

Buyers
Strategic buyers accounted for 29 percent of transactions in the segment during 1H15, with 191 deals, of which 41 were worth $12 billion in aggregate
reported value. In the second quarter, reported strategic value was up 84 percent while deal volume was down seven percent. Private equity investors
completed seven acquisitions in the first half. The most active strategic buyers during 1H15 were Google and Rocket Internet with three acquisitions each.

Digital Media/Commerce Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Digital Advertising
M&A and Investment Activity
There were 242 transactions (102 acquisitions and 140 investments) in the Digital Advertising segment during the first half of 2015, of which 159 had
aggregate reported value of $5.2 billion. Compared to 1Q15, volume in the second quarter increased 12 percent, while value increased 75 percent.
Digital Video and Online Lead Generation were the most active subsegments in the first half of the year, each announcing 40 transactions. In addition
to UK-based Zoopla’s $246 million acquisition of price comparison site uSwitch, M&A activity in the first half of the year included:
	The Rubicon Project’s $116 million acquisition of programmatic advertising platform Chango
	BlueFocus Communications’ $71 million majority acquisition of China-based mobile advertising and marketing solutions company Madhouse
at a valuation of $130 million
	Mobile tools company Cheetah Mobile’s $58 million acquisition of mobile advertising marketer MobPartner
Digital Advertising investments in the first half of the year included:
	Silver Lake Partners’ $500 million investment in China-based online travel booking platform Qunar
	The $360 million KKR and Anchor Capital Partners-led round of funding in South Korea-based discounted products and coupon platform
TicketMonster
	Credit score platform Credit Karma’s $175 million round at a reported valuation of $3.5 billion from Tiger Global Management, Valinor
Management, and Viking Global Investors

Most Active Digital Advertising Subsegments

Buyers
Strategic buyers accounted for 41 percent of all transactions in the segment during 1H15, with 100 acquisitions, of which 28 were worth $2 billion
in aggregate reported value. The most active strategic buyer during 1H15 was TripAdvisor with four acquisitions, including international restaurantrelated targets SeatMe and BestTables. Segment value among strategic buyers between the first and second quarter increased by 39 percent, while
activity decreased by 15 percent. There were 140 venture and growth capital investments in 1H15, of which 82 were in the second quarter.

Digital Advertising Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Marketing Technology
M&A and Investment Activity
A total of 512 deals (201 acquisitions and 311 investments) were completed in the Marketing Technology segment in 1H15, of which 344 had
a reported aggregate value of $16 billion. Activity and value in the second quarter were up 25 percent and 131 percent, respectively, driven by the
Analytics & Targeting subsegment, which reported 69 transactions, of which 50 were worth $1.2 billion. In addition to Cox Automotive’s pending
$4 billion purchase of Dealertrack Technologies, Marketing Technology M&A in the first half of the year included:
	India-based Snapdeal’s $450 million acquisition of mobile transactions platform FreeCharge, to create the largest mobile commerce company in India
	The $135 million Charter Communications and Arris Group joint acquisition of cloud TV company ActiveVideo
	NetSuite’s $200 million acquisition of email services and marketing automation provider Bronto Software
	Infosys’ $120 million acquisition of Kallidus (d.b.a Skava), an eCommerce tech provider focused on mobile commerce and in-store shopping
experiences for retailers
Analytics & Targeting was also the most invested subsegment during the first half of 2015, accounting for more than one-quarter of total investments in
the segment. Compared to the first quarter, investment activity for the subsegment increased 17 percent in 2Q15, while value was down eight percent.
Marketing Technology investments in 1H15 included:
	Social media analysis software developer Banjo’s $100 million round from SoftBank and BlueRun Ventures
	The $73 million investment in online shopper review community Trustpilot led by Vitruvian Partners with participation from DFJ, Index Ventures,
and Northzone
	Insight Venture Partners’ $70 million investment in Conga, a developer of document generation and reporting applications for Salesforce

Most Active Marketing Technology Subsegments

Buyers
The most active strategic buyer in the segment during the first half of 2015 was Twitter, which completed three acquisitions. Compared to 1Q15,
venture and growth capital investment activity in the second quarter was up 17 percent, while strategic buyer activity was up 45 percent.

Marketing Technology Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Agency & Marketing Services
M&A and Investment Activity
There were 140 transactions (130 acquisitions and 10 investments) in the Agency & Marketing Services segment in the first half of 2015, of which
23 were worth $2 billion in aggregate reported value. Quarter-over-quarter activity was up 26 percent in the segment, while aggregate reported value
decreased 82 percent. Digital Agency was the most active subsegment during 1H15 with 64 deals, of which seven were reported at $159 million in
aggregate deal value. In addition to Dalian Wanda Group’s pending $1.1 billion acquisition of Infront Sports & Media, other transactions in the
segment during the first half of the year included:
	WPP’s $250 million investment in sports marketing agency Bruin Sports Capital
	The $55 million acquisition of digital consultancy Rightpoint by Stella Point Capital
	Solstice Mobile’s $36 million acquisition by St. Ives Group
	Dentsu’s majority acquisition of social and digital agency WATconsult at a valuation of $32 million
Everyday Health’s purchase of Cambridge BioMarketing, the leader in strategic launch and marketing solutions for orphan and rare disease products
(A Petsky Prunier-led transaction)

Most Active Agency & Marketing Services Subsegments

Buyers
Strategic buyers accounted for nearly 90 percent of Agency & Marketing Services activity in 1H15, completing 125 transactions, of which 14 were
reported for more than $1.5 billion in value. The most active buyer in the segment during the first half of 2015 was Dentsu with six acquisitions.

Agency & Marketing Services Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Traditional Media
M&A and Investment Activity
Excluding the pending acquisitions by Charter Communications of Time Warner for $78.8 billion and Bright House Networks for $10.4 billion,
a total of 91 transactions (88 acquisitions and three investments) were reported among Traditional Media companies in 1H15. Of these deals, 28 had
$5.8 billion in aggregate reported value. Segment volume was up seven percent from the previous quarter, while value was flat with 47 transactions,
of which 14 were reported at $2.8 billion in aggregate value. Traditional Media transactions during the first half of the year included:
ITV’s $400 million purchase of The Weinstein Group’s TV division
Sequential Brands’ $353 million acquisition of home and domestic product and content provider Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia
Red Ventures’ $310 million acquisition of Pitney Bowes’ new-mover marketing business Imagitas
The $100 million acquisition of events operator Professional Bull Riders by WME | IMG
Tarsus Group’s $28 million acquisition of pain management conference PAINWeek from Aventline

Most Active Traditional Media Subsegments

Buyers
Strategic buyers accounted for 86 percent of deal activity and 79 percent of reported deal value in the segment during the first half of 2015. Compared
with 1Q15, buyout value was up 65 percent in the second quarter with four transactions, of which two announced more than $500 million in
aggregate reported value.

Traditional Media Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Selected Recent Transactions
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About Petsky Prunier LLC
Petsky Prunier is one of the leading investment banks in the technology, media, marketing, eCommerce, and healthcare industries.
Our firm’s mergers and acquisitions and private placements advisory services reflect a unique blend of product specialization and
industry expertise. Together with strategic consulting firm Winterberry Group, a Petsky Prunier company, our organization represents
one of the largest industry-specific advisors providing strategic and transactional services. In addition, we offer international reach
through our partnership with investment bank Altium, which operates from nine offices across Europe. Securities transactions are
processed through Petsky Prunier Securities LLC, a member of FINRA and an affiliated entity.
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